
Decision Memo 
Penalty Infringement Notice 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
Decision Memo – Penalty Infringement Notice forms the record of decision for Penalty Notices. Decision Memo is 
completed by the Manager (Compliance) and a copy sent to relevant compliance centre for file.  

Matter Name: (“common 

name”) 

New Acland Coal Pty Ltd – New Acland Coal Mine 

Date: (of decision 

assessment) 
11 April 2019 

EA Details: EA Number: (as written on permit, not ecotrack) (Note that where the EA 

conditions are the conditions of a DA, the registration certificate should also be 
confirmed to identify the holder of the EA) 

EPML00335713 

Operator name on permit: (does it match registered business name?) 

New Acland Coal Pty Ltd 

Date EA signed (and signatory): (was the EA and relevant condition in force at 

the time of the alleged offence?) 

EPML00335713, signed 4 May 2018 by Kate Bennink. 

Note: The 4 May 2018 EA was the version of the EA that was in force when 
the alleged nuisance offences occurred (21 June 2018 to 30 August 2018).  

The current version of the EA was signed by Wayne Boyd and issued on 21 
November 2018. This version made some corrections to the EA but did not 
change any of the conditions relevant to this decision.  

A further amendment to the EA was decided on 12 March 2019, however 
this version will not take effect until the two new mining leases subject of the 
Stage 3 expansion project amendment application have been granted – ML 
74442 and ML 50232.   

CA/CR No: Compliance Activity Report (CAR) number CR81907 

Current Organisation 
Details: (ASIC / CITEC) 

Date of ASIC Search: 11 April 2019 

ACN: 081 022 380 

Name: New Acland Coal Pty Ltd 

Type of organisation: Australian Proprietary Company, Limited By Shares 

Current Registered Office: Unit 3, 22 Magnolia Drive, BROOKWATER 
QLD 4300 
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Current Principal Place of Business: See details below 

Activity Details ERA(s): 

Resource Activity, Environmental Protection Regulation 2008 – Schedule 
2A, 13: Mining black coal 

Resource Activity, Environmental Protection Regulation 2008 – Ancillary 31 
(2b): Mineral processing – Processing, in a year, more than 100,000t of 
mineral products, other than coke 

Trading name/s: N/A 

Lot/Plan of activity:  

Mining activities undertaken on mining leases (ML) 50170, 50216. 

Alleged environmental (noise) nuisance occurred at 19 Allen Street, Acland 
QLD 4401.  

Address of activity: New Acland Coal Mine 

Date of alleged 
offence: 

This PIN is for the alleged offence of unlawfully causing an environmental 
(noise) nuisance during the period of 21 June 2018 to 30 August 2018, 
being the period that noise monitoring was undertaken for NAC by SLR 
Consulting (SLR) and reported to DES on 19 October 2018.    

Date DES aware: The department became aware of the alleged offence on 19 October 2018, 
when the SLR report entitled ‘New Acland Coal, Noise Survey – Winter 
2018’ was provided to DES.   

Offence description: EPA141 (SPER Code) 

Section 440(2) – Unlawfully causing an environmental nuisance – 
Corporation (75 penalty units, $9461).  

Background and review details: 

Background 

 New Acland Coal Mine (NACM) is an open-cut coal mine that is located approximately 130km west
of Brisbane and operated by New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (NAC).

 NACM has been operating since 2001 in stages as follows: Stage 1 – North Pit; Stage 2 – Centre
and South Pits; Stage 3 – Manning Vale West, Manning Vale East and Willaroo Pits.

 The Stage 3 expansion project has been the subject of complex legal challenges including two
objections hearings by the Land Court, and the EA that authorises the Stage 3 activities was
issued on 12 March 2019.

 However, the 12 March 2019 EA will not take effect until the relevant mining leases (ML 74442 and
ML 50232) are granted under the Mineral Resources Act 1989. As at 15 April 2019, the relevant
mining leases have not been granted.

 The NACM is located in close proximity to the township of Acland, which is adjacent to the south-
western corner of ML 50216.
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 Much of Acland township is expected to be mined through as part of the Stage 3 activities, and the
majority of homes in Acland were purchased by NAC in anticipation of the mine’s progression
under Stage 3.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DES commenced enquiries relating to the alleged noise impacts in January 2018, including
acquisition of NAC audio files from the noise monitor

 On 21 May 2018, following review of the audio files and other noise related data provided by NAC,
the department required NAC to conduct noise monitoring as per condition D2 of the EA
EPML00335713 in June, July and August 2018. NAC engaged SLR Consulting (SLR) to undertake
the monitoring and to compile of a report on its behalf.

 On 19 October 2018, NAC submitted the results of attended and unattended noise monitoring at a
monitoring location in a report titled ‘Draft SLR noise report 
- Winter 2018’.

 The report detailed that:
o On 34 occasions, the noise levels measured at the monitoring location were above the

noise limits specified in the EA, relevant to the time of day. The exceedances ranged from
1 to 10 dB(A) above the relevant noise limits;

o On the same 34 occasion, the noise levels measured also exceeded the acoustic quality
objectives specified in the Environmental Protection Policy (Noise) 2009; and

o On one of the 34 occasions, exceedances of the EA conditions, the EPP (Noise) quality
objectives, and the World Health Organisation’s criteria for sleep disturbance were
exceeded, as there were more that 10-15 impulse events experienced in a one-hour period.

 On 18 December 2018, DES issued NAC with pre-enforcement correspondence in relation to the
identified noise level exceedances and alleged that unlawful environmental (noise) nuisance had
been caused.

 The department granted two extensions of time to NAC for the pre-enforcement response
submission period.

 On 25 February 2019, Clayton Utz made written representation in response to the pre-enforcement
letter on behalf of NAC that outlined actions that had been taken by NAC to mitigate noise from
mining activities. Despite this representation, no demonstration has been provided to DES that
NAC is complying with EA limits.

 In this instance, DES is pursuing the lesser environmental (noise) nuisance offence, rather than
the contravention of an EA condition offence (s430) as it cannot be accurately determined where
the excessive noise originates.

 DES is undertaking separate investigations into allegations of unauthorised mining activities on the
ML 50170 and 50216, which could be the cause of the environmental (noise) nuisance.

 This position has been support by the Compliance Steering Committee.
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Review of CAR 

 On 11 April 2019, I reviewed the CAR (CR81907) and agreed with the recommendation to issue
one (1) PIN for an offence against s440(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

 I also note that the matter was discussed with the Compliance Steering Committee on 18 March
2019, where a PIN to be issued under s440(2) was supported.

 After some minor edits, the CAR was signed by the Toowoomba Compliance Officers and myself
on 15 April 2019.

Who caused the breach? 

 New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (ACN: 081 022 380) is the entity that has allegedly breached section
440(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1994 by causing unlawful noise nuisance whilst
undertaking mining activities on mining lease (ML) 50170 and 50216.

 Further details to support the identification of NAC as the relevant entity that caused the alleged
breach are contained within CR81907.

Who is responsible for the breach? 

 New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (ACN: 081 022 380) is the entity that is responsible for the alleged
breach against section 440(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

 Further details to support the identification of NAC as the relevant entity that caused the alleged
breach are contained within CR81907.

Impact 

 Overall, the alleged level of impact is deemed be a major impact for the reasons outlined below,
and as detailed in CR81907.

 The noise levels experienced as reported in the SLR report have 
exceeded the following:

o EA conditions – relevant noise levels for relevant time of day/night;
o Environmental Protection Policy (Noise) 2009 – acoustic quality objectives; and
o World Health Organisation’s Community Guidelines – relating to impulsive noise.

 The alleged impacts described using the department’s Enforcement Guidelines are:

o a medium to long-term impact on the environment;

o that the impact on the environment is a medium scale and of a medium intensity; and

o a moderate level of public concern.

Culpability 

 Overall, the alleged culpability of NAC has been determined to be moderately culpable for the
details provided below, and as outlined in CR81907:

o DES has informed NAC of its mining activities’ alleged impact to the acoustic objectives of

sensitive receptors and no additional abatement measures have been employed.

o Mining activities subject to noise complaints have continued therefore it is alleged that the

actions are intentional, however it is not clear that the causing of the nuisance is wilful.

o There have been no prior non-compliances with legislation or similar legislation that have

resulted in enforcement action.

o NAC may have benefitted from the non-compliance by avoiding the cost of implementing

any additional appropriate abatement measures other than what is already in place.

o It is reasonable to expect that NAC was aware of the risk of impact and that the impact was

foreseeable.

o Proactive monitoring and modelling combined with the assessment of the adequacy of

existing abatement measures may have prevented the risk and impact on the acoustic

objectives caused by mining activities.
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Are the facts indisputable? Yes, the data provided by SLR, being NAC’s own consultants,
demonstrate that the sound level measured from a monitoring location representative of

exceed the relevant noise levels required under the EA conditions for that time 
of day. 

Is a PIN likely to be a deterrent? Yes, the issuing of a PIN is likely to deter NAC from continuing 
mining without the implementation of further noise 
abatement measures. 

Considerations
In it considered that one (1) PIN is appropriate for the offence against s440(2) of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1994.
The higher penalty of a s430 offence (contravention of an EA condition) was considered, however 
given the difficulty in proving which activities are causing the noise impacts, it was deemed more 
appropriate to issue a PIN for the lesser penalty offence against s440(2) (unlawfully causing an 
environmental nuisance). 
This has a lesser penalty offence code of 75 penalty units, rather than 100 penalty units.
Another consideration was the ongoing nature of the offence, however at the current stage it was 
deemed appropriate to issue the PIN as a deterrent to NAC.

Decision: One (1) PIN to be issued to New Acland Coal Pty Ltd
Name: Gillian Naylor Position: Acting Manager (Compliance),

Business Centre Coal

Signature: Date: 15 April 2019

Comment:
Manager (Compliance) Moderation:

Date sent for moderation: 12 March 2019
Date moderated: 12 March 2019
Outcome: 1 PIN endorsed, to be taken to CSC

Compliance Steering Committee:
Date considered: 18 March 2019
Outcome: 1 PIN endorsed for s440(2) offence

Actions:
ESR alert: escalated to DDG of ESR on 12 April 2019
Cover letter: drafted by Toowoomba Compliance Team on 12 April 2019, signed on 15 April 2019
PIN:

o Date issued – 15 April 2019
o PIN Number – Q200000040195934
o Registered post number – TBA
o Toowoomba Compliance telephoned the client on 11 April 2019 and followed up with an email

the same day advising that the PIN would be issued on 15 April 2019.
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